A particularly important class of problems in quantum information theory involves converting a noisy quantum channel or shared noisy entanglement between two spatially separated parties into a noiseless one, via local operations possibly assisted by limited use of an auxiliary noiseless resource such as a perfect qubit channel, shared ebits or one-way classical communication. We consider basic protocols for each member of this class, three of which are new, and observe that they are naturally organized into two mutually dual hierarchies. Moreover, these basic protocols will provide the crucial ingredient for constructing optimal protocols and two dimensional trade-offs.
ter, it corresponds to the outcome of sending some |φ AA through the channel's Stinespring extension UN : H A → HB ⊗ HE (N , mapping states on A to states on B, is obtained as the isometry UN followed by the partial trace over E.) One may define the usual entropic quantities with respect to the state |ψ ABE . Recall the definition of the von Neumann entropy
Further define the quantum mutual information I(A; B) = H(A) + H(B) − H(AB) and the coherent information I(A B) = −H(A|B) = H(B) − H(AB). Just as
Shannon's capacity theorem may be thought of as demonstrating the ability to convert {c → c} (a noisy classical channel) into [c → c] at an asymptotic conversion rate equal to the channel's capacity, it is possible to give asymptotic meaning to inequalities between other resources with entropic quantities as coefficients. The first new resource inequality (RI) we prove is the "mother":
The second is the dual "father" RI, related to the mother by replacing dynamic resources with static ones and vice versa:
We shall combine them with the noiseless RI corresponding to teleportation (TP)
and super-dense coding (SD)
to generate their offspring. They may be applied to a parent RI by either prepending (the output of TP/SD is used as an input to a protocol implementing the parent RI) or appending (the output of the parent is used as an input to TP/SD). In addition to (TP) and (SD), we shall also make use of a third noiseless RI, "entanglement distribution" (ED):
, implemented by sending half of an EPR pair through the qubit channel. Each parent has her or his own children. The mother has three. The first is a new RI, a noisy version of teleportation obtained by appending TP to the mother:
The second is the recently proved "hashing inequality" [2] which follows from prepending TP to the mother:
The third is a noisy version of super-dense coding from [4] , obtained by appending SD to the mother:
The father has only two children. Appending SD to him gives the coding for entanglement-assisted classical information transmission [1] :
There's one more thing we can do: append ED to to a fraction of the output of the father to recover the quantum channel capacity result [5] {q → q} ≥ I(A B) [q → q].
Proving the existence of protocols implementing the parent RIs relies on making the existing children protocols "coherent" [5, 2] and using the technique of coherent communcation [3] .
